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Note :- (l) Attempt allquestions

(2) Be precise in your answefii.

1. Atttrrytanyfourpartsofthefollowing: 
{Sx4=20}

(a) What is maintenane ? What are its benefits ?

(b) Write a short note on operating life cycle with suitable
example-

(c) What is maintainability ? Discuss the principle of
rnaintninabiliBr.

(d) An aircraft has four independent, actiye ard identical
engines- At least two of the engines must operate
zuccessfully forthe aircraft to fly successfully. The constant
failure rate of each engine is 0.009 fa,ures/h- compute the
reliability of the aircraft for a seven_hour flying mission.

(e) Explain reliability bath rub curve with suitabre exampre.
(0 Explainfollowingrerms:
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Z. AttffiptanyfCIurpartsofthefollowing: (5x4=20)

(a) Explain, how preventive maintenance policy differs from

r€PairPollcy-

(b)lVhatispredictivemaintenance?Discussitsvarious

techniques.

(c}Explainplannedlubrication.Discussvariousmethodsfor

carrying out Plauned lubrication'

G) $/hat do you understand by 'Total Productive

Maintenance'? IMhat are the basic implementation steps

to achieve it ?

G) What are the rcquiresents so as to achiwe zero breakdoqm?

(0 What is designed out maiatenance ? Explain-

3. Atte,mpt anytwo parts ofthe following: (10x2=20)

(a) txplain replacement policy for equipment which

deteriorates gradually considering time rralue of money'

(b) The cost of a machine is Rs- 6,100 and scrap value is

Rs. 100. The maintenance cost fouud from experience is

as follows :

Yearl2345678
lvlaintenanee

cost (Rs.) 100 250 400 600 900 1200 1600 2000

When should the machine be replaced ?

(c) Explain group replacement policy for non-repairable items'
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4. dttempt anytwoparts of the following: (10x2=20)

(a) Exptain the Hungarian Assignment Method fiIAM) to frnd

outoptimal solution to an assignmentproblem'

(b) In factory the machines breakdown on an average rate of

10 machines per houn The idle time cost of machine is

estimated to be Rs' 20 per hour- The factory works for

8 hours a day. The factory manager is considering

2 mechanics for repairing the machine. The mechanic A

takes 5 rnin. to repair a machine and demands Rs' 10 per

hour. The second mechanic B takes 4 min' in repairing the

machine and demands Rs" 15 per hour' Which of the two

mechanics will be Preferred ?

(c) Elaborate the following

(r) HungarianAssignmentMethod

(i} PERT and its relevance in network analysis'

5. Atternpt aryfourparts of the following : (5x4:20)

(a) What are the objectives and function of maintenance

management ?

O) How the cost analysis of a typical rnaintenance department

is carried out ?

{c) Explain objective criteria of evolution of maintenance

managEment.

Write short note on maintenance policies

Discuss the importance of manpo\r/er planning in

maintenance.

(0 Discuss the method and importance of spare parts planning

inmaintenance.
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